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Synopsis

Audie Award Winner, Teens, 2014 The vivacious Jacky Faber return in the 10th tale in L. A. Meyer's Bloody Jack series! Once again under the thumb of British Intelligence, Jacky is sent to Spain to spy for the crown during the early days of the 19th-century Peninsular War. She finds herself in the company of guerilla freedom fighters, poses for the famous artist Goya, runs with the bulls, is kidnapped by the Spanish Inquisition, and travels with a caravan of gypsies...all while hoping to one day reunite with her beloved Jamie Fletcher.
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Customer Reviews

It was great hanging out with my dear old friend Bloody Jack, but over all I felt like this book lacked the same spirit of adventure of the previous ones. Too many new characters, not enough of the old ones. Enjoyable, but mostly the book just felt like a set up for the next one.

Jacky is the BEST!! I LOVED the parts that touch on reality and history, for instance, she works for Francisco Goya and participates in one of his famous paintings, which you can look up online or in art history books.....LA Meyer does a great job playing with this! This was one of the best of his latter books, not TOO much sex and misbehaviour.

Jacky once again finds herself in an awful situation but through courage and wit is able to win the day.
Jacky’s adventures continue! The trials she faces in this book are taken on by the young heroine with a smile and a stroke of special Jacky luck. One will enjoy this book in a continuation of the Bloody Jack adventures.

The continued saga of Jacky Faber is just as exciting as the first novel was. I feel like you are there with Jacky on each and every adventure she goes on; fighting her fights and dancing to her music. This is definitely a page turner.

I am pleased with the condition.

That I have read this book three times should say it all. But that would not be enough, all you avid readers take heed, if you wish to be addicted. Bewitched I have read the whole Jacky Faber series at least three times and some of the series six times. Now that truly says it all.

Meyer’s mix of fantasy and history came together beautifully as Jacky made new friends and enemies. I rushed through it to read Boston Jack but now I gave a month to wait for her final adventure.
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